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DIAGNOSING THE MANAGEMENT STYLE IN THE SALES  
ACTIVITY 

DIAGNOSTICAREA STILULUI DE MANAGEMENT ÎN 
ACTIVITATEA DE VÂNZARE 

 
 

MĂDĂLINA BRUTU∗ 
             

The management style has an essential significance within the sales 
management as the sales activity results depend on it to a smaller or 
larger extent. Its diagnosing involves three stages: Evaluating the sales 
strategy elaboration method, by taking into account the type of decisions, 
the relations between the decisional centres, the type of used planning 
and analysis tools and methods, the time horizon; Evaluating the sales 
strategic process, starting from the manner of approaching it; Evaluating 
the type of manager.  
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Diagnosis* is the method used in management, based on the setting 
up of a multidisciplinary team, made up of managers and executants, whose 
main content consists in identifying the strengths and weaknesses of the 
analyzed field, by pointing out the causes that generate them, being 
completed by recommendations with corrective or development character. 

The management style has an essential significance within the sales 
management as the sales activity results depend on it to a smaller or larger 
extent. Its diagnosing involves three stages: 

The 1st stage: Evaluating the sales strategy elaboration method, by 
taking into account the type of decisions, the relations between the 
decisional centres, the type of used planning and analysis tools and methods, 
the time horizon. 

The 2nd stage: Evaluating the sales strategic process, starting from 
the manner of approaching it.  

 
 

                                                
∗ Pitesti University, Romania 
* Nicolescu O., Verboncu I., Management, Economic Publishing House, Bucharest 1999, 
p. 366. 
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 -                        company size                         + 
 -                        portfolio diversity                  +  
 -                        changes amplitude                  + 
 -                        investment cycle                     + 

1. decisions are taken year after year and day after day through 
successive exploring; 

2. between the owner and the management there is an unitary 
future vision; 

3. there are similar approach visions: analysis and planning 
patterns are simple, objectives are on short-term; 

4. time horizon is long, we use multi-annual planning; 
5. time horizon is long, the analysis methods are complex, 

objectives are long-term, we use strategy variants in analysis 
and evaluation. 

 
Fig. (1): Manners of approaching the strategic process. 
 
As a consequence, following this evaluation we determine the way 

of approaching the strategic process. We know that in the sales field strategy 
is essential and consequently, the approach of the strategic process must be 
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done accordingly, in conformity with the degree of environmental 
turbulence (on the one hand) and with the company size, the portfolio 
diversity, the changes amplitude and the investment cycle (on the other 
hand). 

After establishing the manner of approaching the decisional 
process we initiate its evaluation. The goal of this evaluation takes into 
account the identification of the process type (see table no. (1)): autocratic, 
consultative, participative, democratic. 

 

Tab. (1) 

Identifying the type of strategic process 

 

Strategic process 
No 
crt 

THE 
STRATEGIC 

PROCESS 
STAGES 

Autocratic Consultative Participative 
Demo 
cratic 

1. 
Identifying the 
problem 

I+II I+II+II III+II+I III+II+I 

2. 
Defining the 
rules of the game 

I I I I+II 

3. 
The critical issue 
diagnosis 

I I+II I+II+II I+II+II 

4. 
Elaborating the 
decisions 

I I+II I+II+II I+II+II 

5. 
Setting the 1st 
type goals 

I I I I+II 

6. 
Setting the 2nd 
type goals 

I I I+II II+II 

7. 1st type control I I+II I+II+II II+II 

8. 2nd type control I I I+II I+II+II 

 
Note: I, II, III – the hierarchic level that completes the stage. 
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The strategic process can be chosen according to the company 
maturity, on the one hand, and to the human factor, the importance of 
information and innovation, the confidentiality of the information and the 
urgency of the decisions, on the other hand (see fig. (2)).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
                 

- the human factor + 
- the importance of the information and innovation + 

- the confidentiality of the information  + 
- the urgency of the decisions + 

 
Fig. (2): Choosing the type of strategic process  

 
 
As a consequence, when the company maturity, the human factor, 

the importance of the information and innovation and the urgency of the 
decisions are low, the strategic process must be autocratic. When the 
company maturity is high and all the other elements continue to be low the 
process must be autocratic – consultative. When the company maturity is 
low and the other elements are average, the process must be consultative 
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and when maturity is high, the other elements being average, we 
recommend that the process be participative. When maturity is low while 
the human factor, the importance of the information and of the innovation, 
as well as the confidentiality of the information and the urgency of the 
decisions are high, we recommend that the process be participative – 
consultative. And finally, when all the elements are high, the process should 
be democratic – participative.  

As a consequence, the evaluation of the strategic process starts from 
the manner of approaching it, continues with identifying the type of 
strategic process and is completed by choosing the appropriate strategic 
process, this evaluation being essential if we intend to correctly diagnose the 
sales management. 

The 3rd stage: Evaluating the type of manager 
In sales also, there are two types of chiefs: leaders and managers. 

The leader is a person who obtains notable results with a certain efficiency 
in any field, in spite of the obstacles and without neglecting the fact of 
paying attention to people and the manager is the person that carries out the 
management functions in virtue of the goals, tasks, competences and 
responsibilities specific to the position he holds*. They have the following 
characteristic features: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
* Burduş E., Căprărescu Gh., Organizational management bases,  The Economic of 
Publishing House, Bucharest, 1999, p.103. 
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Tab. (2) 

Characteristic features of the manager and of the leader 
 

Manager Leader  
Decision Creative vision 

Organization Confidence 
Delegating – control Communication 

Efficiency - effectiveness Position constant 
Endowed with decision power Positive self – image 

Average and long-term emphasis Visionary 
Competition ethics Long-term emphasis 

Discipline Creation ethics 
Uses procedures Loves games 

Delegates and controls Experiments 
Refuses error Confesses himself 

Inflexible Error is human 
Is very busy Flexible 

 Is very free 
 

As a consequence, the sales manager makes decisions, organizes, 
delegates and  controls, lays the stress on average and long-term projects, 
on ethics and discipline, using procedures and being inflexible and very 
busy, while the leader has a creative vision, a positive self-image, focuses 
on long-term projects, loves games, is flexible and considers that error is 
human. 

Following the examination we precisely find out what kind of chief does 
the Sales System have. According to the degree of involvement and 
cooperation, the manager can be (see fig. (3)): 

§ organizer; 
§ entrepreneur, 
§ negotiator; 
§ maximalist; 
§ cooperative 
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Fig. (3): Managers typology 
 
When there is a high involvement degree, corroborated with a low 

degree of cooperation, the manager is an entrepreneur (automatic). When 
both involvement and cooperation are low, the manager is an organizer 
(bureaucrat), and when these are average he is a negotiator (chameleon), and 
when they are maximal he is a maximalist (uthopian). If employment is low 
and cooperation is maximal, the manager is cooperative (demagogic). 

This is a pattern for diagnosing the sales management resources, applicable to the wood processing 
companies. The pattern relies upon the main principles of diagnosis, namely: 

Ø the cause – effect analysis when finding and examining 
weaknesses and strengths as well as when formulating 
recommendations; 

Ø the participative character which consists of involving as 
many persons of various specialties as possible. 
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As a conclusion, diagnosis through the identification of the sales 
management weaknesses and strengths, by stressing the causes that 
generate them and by completing it with recommendations having a 
corrective or development character represents a feasible solution for 
improving sales management. 
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